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trigeminal neuralgia: insights
from a single-center experience
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Background: Microvascular decompression (MVD) remains the primary surgical
treatment for trigeminal neuralgia due to its positive postoperative results. This
study aims to evaluate the outcomes of patients with primary trigeminal
neuralgia who underwent MVD. Additionally, the paper offers a detailed
explanation of the surgical methodology of MVD employed at the
neurosurgical hospital in Kazakhstan.
Methods: The study involved 165 medical records of patients with trigeminal
neuralgia who underwent MVD between 2018 and 2020. Out of these 165
patients, 90 (54.55%) were included in the final analysis and were further
evaluated using the Barrow Neurological Institute pain intensity score. Various
variables were analyzed, including age, sex, affected side, dermatomes,
offending vessel, and surgical intervention type. Moreover, the surgical
technique employed at the hospital was described.
Results: The average follow-up period after the MVD procedure was 32.78 ± 9.91
months. The results indicated that out of the 90 patients, 80 (88.89%) achieved a
good outcome as evidenced by BNI scores I and II. It was observed that patients
with affected maxillary dermatomas and those with affected ophthalmic +
maxillary dermatomas were more likely to experience fair + poor postsurgery
BNI scores. On the other hand, patients with neurovascular conflicts involving
the maxillary +mandibular dermatomas demonstrated good BNI scores (p=0.01).
Conclusions: The outcomes of MVD in patients with primary trigeminal
neuralgia showed good BNI scores within this study population. The outcome
depended on the affected dermatome of the trigeminal nerve with the vessel.
Additionally, patient positioning, intraoperative management including small
skin incisions, minimal craniotomy, and precise closure of the dura, as well as
intraoperative neurolysis, may contribute to achieving good clinical and
satisfactory post-surgery aesthetic outcomes.
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1 Introduction

Trigeminal neuralgia (TN), also known as “tic douloureux”, is a

severe syndrome characterized by sudden, paroxysmal episodes of

pain originating in one or more branches of the trigeminal nerve.

The disease was initially documented by Nicolas André in 1756.

Characteristics of facial pain and treatment recommendations

such as resting in a dark room, bathing in warm water, and

drinking wine have also been observed in ancient texts written

by Galen, Avicenna, and Aretaeus (1, 2).

The symptom of TN is excruciating facial pain, often elicited by

specific stimuli such as tactile sensations, pressure on sensitive

facial areas, speech, mastication, tooth brushing, or ingestion of

hot or cold substances. These triggers precipitate sudden and

severe pain episodes, leading to discomfort and functional

impairment in daily activities (3, 4).

The annual incidence of TN is estimated at 27 cases per

100,000 person-years, with a higher frequency among females at

7.3 cases vs. 3.7 cases per 100,000 person-years in males. The

peak occurrence of TN is between the ages of 50 and 60 (5, 6).

TN may involve one or multiple divisions of the trigeminal

nerve. While TN impacts a single branch, the second division is

the most frequently affected among the branches.

Treatment of TN includes pharmacotherapy, percutaneous

destructive procedures, gamma-knife radiosurgery, and MVD

(7–9). Each treatment modality is carefully applied, considering

patients’ characteristics, and prioritizing procedural safety. The

pharmacological treatment presents a challenge due to the side

effects, impacting approximately 30%–40% of cases and

exacerbating with prolonged usage. With disease progression,

patients may necessitate increased medication doses, potentially

resulting in the accumulation of toxic or sub-toxic levels (10, 11).

Destructive interventions provide rapid pain alleviation, albeit

accompanied by constrained long-term effectiveness and the

imperative for repeated interventions. Furthermore, these

procedures entail significant risks, including hypoesthesia,

neuropathic and deafferentation pain, keratopathy, and potential

risks associated with radiation exposure in gamma knife

interventions (12, 13).

Among the available treatment options, MVD is the most

frequently used method and demonstrates positive long-term

outcomes with minimal complications and low rates of morbidity

and mortality (7–9). The procedure was first performed by Walter

Dandy in 1925 and was later modified by Jannetta in 1967 (14). It

involves identifying and delicately dissecting the affected

trigeminal nerve from the compressing blood vessels by placing

artificial material, usually Gore-Tex, Teflon, or less commonly

used auto-transplants, such as small pieces of muscle (14, 15). The

main goal of MVD is to alleviate the pressure on the trigeminal

nerve, reducing or eliminating the pain signals that cause TN.

Since its introduction, the MVD technique has undergone

multiple refinements aimed at repositioning the vessels

compressing the trigeminal nerve root. These variations have

shown a significant success rate, providing long-term pain relief in

about 70% of cases, on average (8, 16, 17). Considering the

recommendations and modifications, this paper aims to assess the
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outcomes of patients with primary TN who underwent MVD,

while also describing institutional experience with MVD for TN.
2 Materials and methods

The retrospective study initially included 165 patients with TN

who underwent MVD at the Vascular and Functional

Neurosurgery Department, National Center for Neurosurgery,

Astana, Kazakhstan, between January 2018 and December 2020.

Patients with a confirmed diagnosis of primary symptomatic TN

were included in the study. Patients with incomplete

documentation (unavailability or partial availability of some

medical records and lost contact details) due to the novel

electronic system installed in the hospital (N = 62), patients’

unwillingness to participate to respond (N = 10), and those

diagnosed with secondary TN (N = 3) were excluded from the

analysis resulting in a final sample size of 90 patients (Figure 1).

Medical records and radiological findings, as well as surgical

protocols, were carefully reviewed. Radiological assessments using

T2-weighted and FIESTA sequences on MRI scans were

employed to detect neurovascular conflicts, providing a detailed

examination of neurovascular dynamics (8).
2.1 Follow-up

The early postoperative evaluation was conducted by a

neurologist within the hospital on the day following surgery. The

neurologist assessed the postoperative condition of cranial nerve

function, encompassing eye movement, facial motor and sensory

function, hearing, swallowing, and phonation. Further follow-up

was conducted through telephone interviews to assess the

patient’s condition. Pain intensity was measured using the

Barrow Neurological Institute (BNI) pain intensity score.
2.2 Statistical analysis

Data was cleaned and coded using Microsoft Excel [Microsoft

Office (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, Washington, USA)], and

statistical analysis was performed on Stata 18 Standard Edition

(StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA). Descriptive statistics

included reporting proportions, frequencies, and mean values ±

standard deviation. Differences between variables were tested

using Filcher’s exact test. A p-value less than 0.05 was considered

statistically significant.
3 Surgical technique

3.1 Patient positioning

Janetta’s classic surgical technique involves positioning the

patient laterally and fixating their head with 3-point Mayfield

hardware at a slight 10-degree rotation away from the painful
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FIGURE 1

Patient exclusion and inclusion flow chart.
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side (18, 19). Compared to the classic technique, our approach

involves positioning the patient in a supine position with the

head elevated above the body. We then flex and rotate the
Frontiers in Surgery 03
patient’s neck to a contralateral angle of 45°–60° and support

the head with a horseshoe-shaped headrest (Figure 2A). To

ensure stability during the procedure, we use adhesive plaster to
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FIGURE 2

(A) Intraoperative view of patient supine positioning, (B) craniotomy.
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fix the patient’s head onto the horseshoe-shaped headrest.

Additionally, we tape down and secure the shoulder on the

operative side, providing wider access to the surgical site. For

further support and stability, the patient’s body is secured to the

operating table using a supporting frame.
3.2 Skin incision, craniotomy, and dural
opening

A skin incision of approximately 5 cm in diameter is made

0.5 cm medially to the hairline. We also use a vertical linear

incision behind the ear aligned with the hairline for our procedure

(Figure 2B). Using monopolar cautery, we dissect the nuchal

muscles and expose the wound using a Jansen retractor (18, 19).

At first, a single burr hole, measuring approximately

2.0 × 2.0 cm, is placed inferiorly to the connection point of the

transverse and sigmoid sinuses (Figure 2B). This opening is then

expanded either using Kerrison Rongeurs or by drilling through

the mastoid bone while visualizing the sinuses. If the sinuses are

injured during this process, hemostasis must be achieved using

hemostatic agents such as Tachocomb, as coagulation should be

prevented. In cases where the mastoid air cells are inadvertently

opened during drilling, they must be sealed using wax to prevent

postoperative nasal leakage. The dural opening into a “V” shape

completely exposes the area between the angle of the transversal

sigmoid sine 0.5 cm medially to the sinuses, which allows us to

avoid significant cerebellar retraction (Figure 3A). Finally, we

anchor the dural edge superiorly with Vicryl 5-0 suture (20).
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3.3 Cisternal dissection and MVD plus
technique

The cerebellar hemisphere is gently retracted using an aspirator

and bipolar instrument while being protected by cottonoids and

rubber (Figure 3B). A meticulous dissection of the arachnoid

membrane is performed, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is drained

through aspiration creating more space in the cerebellopontine

angle (Figure 3C).

The cranial nerves are identified, starting from the facial and

vestibulocochlear nerves, emerging from the brainstem below,

and laterally to the trigeminal nerve (Figure 3D). To prevent

potential damage, such as facial paralysis or hearing impairment,

a careful dissection of the arachnoid membrane of the cranial

nerves is performed, avoiding excessive traction during the

mobilization of the arachnoid. Additionally, before accessing the

trigeminal nerve, the superior petrosal vein is identified and

mobilized, which is normally located cranial and lateral to the

trigeminal nerve.

Moving superiorly and anteriorly, the cisternal portion of the

trigeminal nerve is identified. Any compression, whether arterial

or venous, is relieved as neuro-vascular conflicts are dissected

and mobilized away from the trigeminal nerve (Figures 4A,B).

The surrounding arachnoid is carefully and precisely removed.

Subsequently, a section of Teflon is prepared for use. We placed

an appropriately sized Teflon cotton ball between the implicated

blood vessel and the trigeminal nerve root, establishing a barrier

that effectively prevents any further compression or contact

between them (Figures 4C,D). Following MVD (Figures 5A,B),
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FIGURE 3

(A) Illustration of T-shaped dura opening, (B) retracted cerebellar hemisphere protected by cottonoids and rubber, (C) cisternal dissection of the facial
and vestibulocochlear nerves, and (D) cisternal dissection of the trigeminal nerve.
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we perform the additional combing technique, as described by

Ming-Xing Liu (21), which has demonstrated better results in

comparison to MVD alone (Figures 5C,D).

Once the internal neurolysis (combing) of the trigeminal nerve

is completed, the cisterns are thoroughly filled with a warm Ringer

lactate solution. Before closing the dura mater, we confirm the

proper placement of the prosthesis and ensure hemostasis is

achieved. Even in the absence of vascular contact at the root

entry zone, we still perform the arachnoid dissection and

combing procedure as a preventive measure.
3.4 Wound closure and postoperative
considerations

To seal the dura, fascia or muscle grafts are employed, and wax is

applied to the bone to prevent any leakage of CSF. We then apply a

layer of Gelfoam over the dura, followed by cranioplasty using methyl

methacrylate. The muscle and subcutaneous layers are sutured

separately, and the skin is closed using a continuous running
Frontiers in Surgery 05
technique with Vicryl 5-0 thread. This approach guarantees secure

closure and promotes proper healing of the surgical site.

Following the surgery, patients were admitted to the intensive

care unit for 3–4 h for close monitoring until they fully regained

consciousness. They were then transferred to the standard ward,

where they stayed for several days before being discharged home.
4 Results

4.1 Patient characteristics

This study involved 90 patients diagnosed with primary TN,

with 56 females (62.22%) and 34 males (37.78%). The mean age of

participants was 54.39 ± 12.23 years. The mean follow-up period

was 32.78 ± 9.91 months, and all patients underwent MVD

surgery. Among the patients, the majority presented with pain in

both the maxillary and mandibular trigeminal nerve (40%),

followed by pain in the maxillary trigeminal nerve alone (21.11%),

and pain in both the ophthalmic and maxillary trigeminal nerve
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FIGURE 4

Illustration of MVD plus technique. (A) Mobilizing the artery from the trigeminal nerve, (B) internal neurolysis (combing) of the trigeminal nerve,
(C) tephlon placement, (D) view after tephlon placement.
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(20%). More than half of TN cases (65.56%) involved the right side.

Overall, 83.33% of patients had neurovascular conflict and

underwent Teflon placement in combination with nerve combing.

The remaining 15 patients (16.67%) who did not have a

neurovascular conflict underwent nerve combing alone.

Before the MVD, 90% of the patients were undergoing

pharmacological treatments for TN. Specifically, 70.00% of them

were being administered Carbamazepine, with dosages ranging

from 200 to 2,000 mg. Additionally, 5.56% of the patients were

prescribed polytherapy, involving the usage of multiple

medications to manage the TN symptoms. Patient characteristics

diagnosed with TN who underwent MVD are presented in Table 1.
4.2 Operative findings

During the MVD, neurovascular conflict was identified in 75

out of 90 patients (83.33%). Most of the neurovascular conflict
Frontiers in Surgery 06
cases (38.89%) were associated with the superior cerebellar artery.

In 13.33% and 11.11% of cases, the offending vessels were the

transverse pontine vein and superior petrosal vein, respectively

(Table 1). The MVD procedures in this study were performed

using a combination of Teflon placement and nerve combing in

83.33% of cases. The “MVD plus” method reduces the electrical

sensitivity of irregular sensory trigeminal nerve fibers by

disrupting their axonal connections. In cases where

neurovascular conflict was not identified, trigeminal nerve

combing alone was performed (16.67% of cases) (Table 1).
4.3 Complications

In this study population, no major complications were

observed during the surgical procedure, with only one patient

experiencing temporary leakage of CSF through the nasal

passage. Three patients had pre-existing facial numbness, which
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FIGURE 5

(A) Intraoperative view of dura opening, (B) retracted cerebellar hemisphere using an aspirator, (C) internal neurolysis (combing) of the trigeminal
nerve, and (D) tephlon placement between the artery and trigeminal nerve.
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did not show any significant change post-surgery, hence not

considered operative complications. Transient facial numbness

was observed in 18 patients, but it resolved within a duration of

1 week to 1 month. Two patients experienced hyperacusis, and

two others reported hyperesthesia.
4.4 Follow-up

A follow-up with an average duration of 32.78 ± 9.91 months

revealed that 80 patients (88.89%) achieved positive outcomes, as

indicated by BNI scores I and II. The remaining 10 patients

(11.11%) showed fair and poor scores of BNI III, IV, and

V. Among these 10 patients, six reported effective pain

management through medication, while the remaining four

required radiofrequency thermocoagulation to address the

symptoms. Out of the 15 patients who underwent nerve combing

without Teflon placement, one patient reported no improvement

after the surgery, while two others experienced a recurrence of

pain. Patients with affected maxillary dermatomas and those with

affected ophthalmic + maxillary dermatomas were more likely to

experience fair + poor postsurgery BNI scores. Conversely,
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patients with neurovascular conflicts involving the maxillary +

mandibular dermatomas demonstrated good BNI scores (p = 0.01).

The follow-up data are given in Table 2.
5 Discussion

This study presents the outcomes of MVD intervention in

patients with neurovascular compression syndromes, detailing the

surgical technique employed. Overall, the study reveals good

results in a study population with 80 out of 90 research subjects

reporting BNI scores of I and II after the MVD.

Achieving good post-surgery outcomes depends on several

factors, including ensuring the proper positioning of the patient.

In this study, a supine position with appropriate head and neck

support was employed. The position is considered for surgical

procedures involving posterior fossa lesions (22) and ensures

stability and facilitated surgical access. Furthermore, a supine

position was reported to be effective for patients requiring close

monitoring (23) as it is more physiologically natural for the

patients. Furthermore, using a horseshoe-shaped headrest instead

of the traditional three-point head fixation device allows for
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TABLE 1 Characteristics of patients with trigeminal neuralgia.

Patients’ characteristic Value, N (%)
Number of patients 90 (100)

Age (years, mean ± SD) 54.39 ± 12.23

25–49 28 (31.11)

50–59 34 (37.78)

60–69 20 (22.22)

70 and older 8 (8.89)

Sex

Female 56 (62.22)

Male 34 (37.78)

Affected side

Left 31 (34.44)

Right 59 (65.56)

Conflict

Yes 75 (83.33)

No 15 (16.67)

Affected dermatomes

V1 5 (5.56)

V2 19 (21.11)

V3 5 (5.56)

V1 + V2 18 (20.00)

V2 + V3 36 (40.00)

V1 + V2 + V3 7 (7.78)

Prior drug administration

Carbamazepine 63 (70.00)

Gabapentin 2 (2.22)

Pregabalin 2 (2.22)

Ketoprofen 9 (10.00)

Polytherapy 5 (5.56)

No 9 (10.00)

Offending vessel

Superior cerebellar artery 35 (38.89)

Anterior inferior cerebellar artery 8 (8.89)

Basilar artery 2 (2.22)

Transverse pontine vein 12 (13.33)

Vein of Dandy 10 (11.11)

Superior cerebellar artery + Transverse pontine vein 3 (3.33)

Superior cerebellar artery + Vein of Dandy 5 (5.56)

No 15 (16.67)

Surgical Intervention

Teflon placement + Nerve combing 75 (83.33)

Nerve combing alone 15 (16.67)

TABLE 2 Outcomes of microvascular decompression for primary trigeminal
neuralgia (mean follow-up period is 32.78 ± 9.91 months).

Variables BNI score, n (%) P-value

Fair and poor
(BNI III–V)

Good (BNI I
and II)

Total 10 (11.11) 80 (88.89)

Age 0.39

25–49 3 (30.00) 25 (31.25)

50–59 2 (20.00) 32 (40.00)

60–69 4 (40.00) 16 (20.00)

70 and older 1 (10.00) 7 (8.75)

Sex 1.00

Female 6 (60.00) 50 (62.50)

Male 4 (40.00) 30 (37.50)

Affected side 0.48

Left 2 (20.00) 29 (36.25)

Right 8 (80.00) 51 (63.75)

Conflict 0.36

Yes 7 (70.00) 68 (85.00)

No 3 (30.00) 12 (15.00)

Affected dermatomes 0.01

V1 1 (10.00) 4 (5.00)

V2 4 (40.00) 15 (18.75)

V3 0 5 (6.25)

V1 + V2 3 (30.00) 15 (18.75)

V2 + V3 0 36 (45.00)

V1 + V2 + V3 2 (20.00) 5 (6.25)

Offending vessel 0.97

Superior cerebellar artery 4 (40.00) 31 (38.75)

Anterior inferior cerebellar
artery

1 (10.00) 7 (8.75)

Basilar artery 0 2 (2.50)

Transverse pontine vein 1 (10.00) 11 (13.75)

Vein of Dandy 1 (10.00) 9 (11.25)

Superior cerebellar artery +
Transverse pontine vein

0 3 (3.75)

Superior cerebellar artery +
Vein of Dandy

0 5 (6.25)

No conflict 3 (30.00) 12 (15.00)

Surgical intervention 0.36

Teflon placement + Nerve
combing

7 (70.00) 68 (85.00)

Nerve combing alone 3 (30.00) 12 (15.00)
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protection from potential neck or brachial plexus injuries resulting

from over-rotation during surgical procedures (24).

Intraoperative management including small skin incisions,

minimal craniotomy, and precise closure of the dura also

influenced the results of MVD and subsequent post-surgery

recovery. For skin incision and craniotomy with dural opening,

Walter Dandy’s use of a U-shaped incision is noteworthy. This

technique helps prevent injury to the occipital artery and nerve,

while also reducing the need for extensive muscle dissection

below the posterior fossa (25). In line with the classic technique,

our vertical linear retro sigmoid skin incision effectively

maximizes exposure of the operative fields and minimizes the

size of the craniectomy. This approach allows for smaller skin

incisions with lengths of 5 cm, resulting in good post-surgery

aesthetic results.
Frontiers in Surgery 08
In this study, we perform a craniectomy averaging 4 cm square

(20–20 mm) using bone rongeurs. This method is believed to help

prevent CSF leakage by reducing the risk of opening the mastoid

cells. In the rare event of mastoid cell opening, we follow the

recommendation provided by Jannetta and colleagues, which

involves closing them with bone wax (14, 15). Within our study

population, only one patient experienced CSF leakage, accounting

for 1.1%, which is relatively low in comparison with other study

results that reported a CSF leakage occurrence from 2.3% to

2.8% (26, 27). CSF leakage is discouraged as it may lead to

prolonged hospital stays with subsequent increased risk of

infection and additional costs associated with treatment.

In our intradural and microsurgical steps, we do not commonly

use lumbar catheters or Jannetta’s cerebellar retractors for CSF

drainage (18, 28, 29). Instead, we rely on microsurgical
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techniques to open the basolateral cisterns, which we believe

sufficiently relaxes the cerebellum reduces the risk of

complications associated with lumbar drainage, and allows CSF

to naturally drain. This approach provides excellent visualization

of neurovascular structures while minimizing the risk of harming

the VII–VIII complex or cerebellum.

During the approach to the trigeminal nerve, preserving the

superior petrosal vein (SPV) complex is crucial. While some

suggest dissecting and coagulating the SPV (30), others advocate

for preserving the SPV to maintain normal anatomy (31, 32).

Our primary goal was to maintain natural anatomical structures.

Consequently, we preserve the SPV complex in all cases.

The next key aspect of MVD involves the identification and

mobilization of neurovascular conflicts between vessels and

nerves. In cases of venous compression of the trigeminal nerve,

the rate of recurrence is higher compared to arterial

compression. According to Sumil K Nair’s findings, patients

experiencing TN due to venous compression generally present

more severe pain outcomes following MVD, in contrast to

patients solely affected by arterial compression (33). In our

population study, cases with fair and poor outcomes could

potentially be related to venous compression. In such cases,

gamma-knife intervention is offered for patients as a treatment

option. It should also be noted that identifying additional signs

of compression, such as nerve thinning, arterial imprint,

grooving, and distortion in the nerve course is important as

some neurovascular conflicts may not present TN (34).

In terms of protectivematerials, the results ofMVDshow the same

outcomes regardless of the material or placement technique (35–37),

however, the position and amount of the protective material are

important (38). Alternatively, another technique involves

transposing the offending vessel from the overlying tentorium

without interposing any foreign materials to achieve the same goal.

These materials and techniques produce similar results (36, 37).

Following nerve decompression, we employ the “MVD Plus”

Technique, which includes intraoperative neurolysis. Ming-Xing

Liu’s work demonstrates that combining sufficient microvascular

decompression with nerve-combing for treating trigeminal

neuralgia results in a high cure rate with fewer recurrences

compared to microvascular decompression alone (21).

The use of meticulous methods, such as small skin incisions,

minimal craniotomy, and the “MVD plus” technique has not

only assisted prevent CSF leakage but has also improved post-

surgery aesthetic outcomes and achieved good BNI scores,

despite the absence of obvious conflicts.
6 Conclusions

In conclusion, the study found that patients with primary

trigeminal neuralgia who underwent MVD had good BNI scores

within this population. The outcome of the procedure depended

on the affected dermatome of the trigeminal nerve with the

vessel. Moreover, factors such as patient positioning,

intraoperative management including small skin incisions,

minimal craniotomy, precise closure of the dura, and
Frontiers in Surgery 09
intraoperative neurolysis may contribute to achieving positive

clinical outcomes and satisfactory post-surgery aesthetics.
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